Hi, we tweaked your language slightly – how about:

“We recognize you as accessing JSTOR from an IP address at MIT. In order to access content on JSTOR, you will first need to authenticate through MIT’s systems. You can do so by clicking here.”

---

Sure.

I had some initial thoughts, but am wide open to editing from your side for language that will make sense to your patrons. My sort of first draft...

We recognize you as accessing JSTOR from an IP address at MIT. In order to access content on JSTOR, you will first need to login through MIT’s econtrol/proxy/?????. You can do so by clicking here.

Hi, we had some thoughts here about the wording for that redirect. When would be a good time to provide that feedback? We thought we’d do so when viewing a test page but it sounds as if you are thinking of making the redirect operational without a prior test?

Thanks,
Thanks,

This transition has been accomplished. Only 18.7.29.240 is registered for access to JSTOR. We will work to have our ad service in place to direct MIT users ASAP and will let you know when it has been completed.

Thanks,

---

Hello,

JSTOR is now under the tighter restrictions that you and have been discussing. Please restrict MIT access to the ip address of our proxy server, 18.7.29.240.

Best regards,

MIT Libraries
@mit.edu